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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we investigate the link between the rate at which events are observed by a monitoring system and
the ability of the system to effectively perform its tracking and surveillance tasks. In general, higher sampling
rates provide better performance, but they also require more resources, both computationally and from the
sensing infrastructure.
We have used Hidden Markov Models to describe the dynamic processes to be monitored and (α,β)-currency
as a performance measure for the monitoring system. Our ultimate goal is to be able to determine the minimum
sampling rate at which we can still fulfill the performance requirements of our system.
Along with the theoretical work, we have performed simulation-based tests to examine the validity of our
approach; we compare performance results obtained by simulation with the theoretical value obtained a priori
from the scenario parameters and illustrate with a simple example a technique for estimating the required
sampling rate to achieve a given level of performance.
Keywords: Hidden Markov Model, sampling, performance estimation, (α,β)-currency

1. INTRODUCTION
Many surveillance and tracking scenarios involve “observing” the real world at discrete intervals in time, obtaining
(usually noisy) snapshots of certain parameters, and filtering these observations using a variety of algorithms to
determine whether there exist certain processes that we are interested in, and if so, what their state is.
This abstract description is the basis for the concept of a Process Query System (PQS 1 ), a generic architecture
for process tracking and sensor information fusion. Concrete examples of the types of processes that we may want
to track include computer network attacks (such as internet worms) and battlefield scenarios (such as enemy
tank and troop movements).
The sampling rate is the frequency at which observations are collected using our sensing system. This
frequency may be fixed (observations are collected at constant intervals in time), or variable. The importance of
the sampling rate lies in the fact that higher sampling rates allow for more accurate tracking, but also consume
more resources. Therefore, our goal is to be able to specify a level of performance in some meaningful terms and
then estimate what sampling frequency will be required to fulfill such performance requirement.
The process model that we have considered in this work is the Hidden Markov Model (HMM 2, 3 ) , because of
its flexibility and mathematical structure, as well as its natural links to target tracking and information theory.
Hidden Markov Models are currently employed in a wide variety of applications, including speech recognition 3 ,
target tracking4 and protein sequence analysis5 . The Viterbi algorithm is perhaps the best known method for
tracking the hidden states of a process from a sequence of observations.
There are several performance measures that seem suitable for process tracking. For example, the entropy
of the observations provides a measure of the uncertainty in the observation sequence generated by a Hidden
Markov Model. However, in a surveillance scenario there is another measure that is even more suitable to express
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the performance of our system: the (α,β)-currency6–8 of a monitoring system provides a measure of how accurate
and up-to-date the system’s view of the world is. We extend the description of this concept later in this paper.
Another fundamental aspect associated with surveillance and tracking is the fact that, in many situations,
there is not just one instance of a process that should be tracked, but rather there are several intances of different
processes, evolving according to different models. Thus, in addition to estimating the evolution of each hidden
process, we need to associate each received observation with its process 11 . Data association adds another layer of
difficulty to the task of the monitoring system, which should be taken into account when estimating performance
and deriving sampling rate requirements.
The remainder of this document is organized as follows:
• Section 2 gives a brief overview of the background knowledge necessary to understand this work. This
includes Hidden Markov Models, (α,β)-currency and Multiple Hypothesis Tracking.
• Section 3 describes Hidden Markov Models in more detail as they relate to the sampling frequency at which
the observations are collected.
• Section 4 shows the connection between the concept of (α,β)-currency and the techniques for tracking
processes using Hidden Markov Models.
• Section 5 describes the experiments that have been performed along with the theoretical work. In particular,
we intend to prove that the measures of performance we derive actually apply in a few simple simulated
scenarios.
• Section 6 summarizes the main results and lessons learned from this work.
• Section 7 explains the future lines of work that seem most promising, given the current state of our work.

2. PRELIMINARIES
2.1. Hidden Markov Models
A Hidden Markov Model (HMM) is, in the words of Ephraim,2 a discrete-time finite-state homogeneous Markov
chain observed through a discrete-time memoryless invariant channel. The channel is characterized by a finite
set of transition densities indexed by the states of the Markov chain.
Formally, an HMM consists of the following elements:
• A Markov chain {Si }, represented by an N × N stochastic matrix A, which describes the transition probabilities aij = P (St =j|St−1 =i) between the states of the model, together with a probability distribution π,
where πi = P (S1 =i).
• A set of probability distributions, one for each hidden state, bi (oj ) = P (Ot =oj |St =i), that model the
emission of such observations. In this work we consider only finite observation sets of cardinality M , and
so we can accommodate the probability distributions bi in the rows of an N × M matrix B.
According to Rabiner3 , there are three basic problems concerning Hidden Markov Models:
1. Given an observation sequence O t = O1 O2 · · · Ot and a model λ = (A, B, π), computing P (O t |λ), i.e., the
probability of the observation sequence given the model. This can be achieved efficiently using the forward
(or backward ) algorithm.
2. Given an observation sequence O t = O1 O2 · · · Ot and a model λ = (A, B, π), finding a corresponding state
sequence Sˆt which is optimal (i.e. best “explains” the observations) in some meaningful way. One solution
to this problem is the widely used Viterbi algorithm 9 .

3. Adjusting the model parameters λ = (A, B, π) for a given “training” observation sequence O t , i.e., estimating argmaxλ [P (Ot |λ)]. There is no known efficient way to find the globally best parameters for an
observation sequence. There are, however, iterative procedures to find a local maximum of P (O t |λ), such
as the Baum-Welch method 3 .
Throughout this paper we will adopt the following notation:
• Subscripts will be used to identify a particular component in a sequence.
• Superscripts will be used to denote sequences of variables or symbols. For example, by S t we will mean
the sequence of t random variables (S1 , S2 , . . . , St ).
• Capital letters will be used to denote random variables while small letters will denote specific symbols of
a probability source.

2.2. (α,β)-currency
The concept of (α,β)-currency7 was introduced as a measure of performance for monitoring systems. Let us
assume there is a monitoring system that keeps track of the state of a collection of items. Each time the system
“visits” (or samples) one of the items, it records its state. Thus, at any point in time, the monitor has a record
of the state of each item, as it was when the item was last visited.
However, since the frequency with which the monitor samples the items is finite, an item may have changed
its state since the last time it was visited, and therefore the information in the monitor is not “current” with
respect to that item. This temporal aspect of what it means to be current can be relaxed by introducing a
grace period β: an object’s index entry is β-current if the object has not changed between the last time it was
re-indexed and β time units before the present. The smaller the value of β, the more current our information
about the object is.
To determine whether an index entry for an object is β-current, Brewington6 defines the following:
• t∆ is the most recent time at which the object’s state changed,
• tn is the current time,
• t0 is the last time the object was observed,
• T is the sampling period (revisit interval), therefore the object will next be observed at time t 0 + T ,
• β is our grace period.
The probability that the index entry for an object is β-current at time tn > t0 + β is
P (a single object is β-current|t0 , tn ) = 1 − P (t0 ≤ t∆ ≤ tn − β)

(1)

This probability is defined for a single object, but can be extended to the whole system (set of objects), by
introducing the probability α of being β-current. We can assume that the objects in the system have a change
rate λ, and are reindexed every T time units (both λ and T are random variables, generally with high correlation:
the higher the change rate of an object, the smaller the sampling interval should be for that object). Let h(λ, T )
be the joint probability density for (λ, T ). This is assumed to be independent of t n , which is distributed according
to a density x(tn ). Finally, define the probability P (a single object is β-current|λ, T, tn ) of a single entry being
β-current given λ, T , β and the time tn . Thus, the probability α that the system is β-current is:
α

=

P (the index is β-current)
Z Z Z
[P (a single object is β-current|λ, T, tn )x(tn ) dtn ] h(λ, T ) dλ dT ,
=
T

λ

tn

and the monitoring system is said to have (α,β)-currency.

(2)

2.3. Multiple Hypothesis Tracking
The problem of tracking a single process from a sequence of observations (a problem which can sometimes be
stated using Hidden Markov Models or, in the case of physical targets with Gaussian noise in a continuous
state space, with Kalman Filters10 ), can be extended to the multiple target case by adding one dimension of
complexity, due to having to find the best association between observations and targets.
In 1979, Reid11 proposed his Multiple Hypothesis Tracking (MHT) algorithm for tracking multiple targets
and handling the creation of tracks, the assignment of observations to existing tracks, and the discarding of
observations as noise from the sensing system. In this context, a track is a sequence of observations estimated to
have been produced by the same process. A hypothesis consists of a set of consistent (non-contradictory) tracks
obtained at some point during the tracking process. Obviously the total number of hypotheses that explain the
observations will grow without bound as more observations are made by the system. For example, assuming a
reduced system in which the only possibilities are to consider each observation as a new target or as clutter,
the number of hypotheses after n observations will be 2n . To avoid this exponential growth, a process called
suboptimization (or pruning) is applied after each observation (or observation vector) is received in order to keep
only the k most significant hypotheses.
The filter in Reid’s MHT generates measurement-oriented hypotheses to account for all possible origins of a
measurement. This means that for each observation that is given to the algorithm, every possible target (existing
track) is examined for this measurement, and also the possibilities of the observation corresponding to a new
target or clutter are examined.
Reid derived the algorithm’s equations in terms of Kalman Filters, but they can be restated using other
process models. In this work, we apply MHT using the probabilities obtained from Hidden Markov Models
instead of the likelihoods obtained from Kalman Filters.

3. HIDDEN MARKOV MODELS: CATEGORIES AND PERFORMANCE
In relation to the sampling rate, we can distinguish between two types of HMMs, depending on the kind of
real-world process they model. We consider the following two cases:
• The state transitions occur at fixed intervals in time. For example, we can have a communications system
in which the symbols to be transmitted follow a Markov chain Xn in the space X of hidden states, and
a new symbol is produced every second. The symbols are sent through a noisy channel such that the
probability distribution of the output Yn , output symbol in the space Y (consisting, in the discrete case,
of M distinct observation symbols), depends only on the current input X n . This process can be naturally
represented with a Hidden Markov Model where the input symbols correspond to the hidden states in
the model, the transitions between them are modeled by the transition matrix A, and the emission of
observations is modeled by the emission probability matrix B, which depends on the channel. We may
raise the sampling rate in this process by transmitting the input symbols more than once per second. We
shall focus in the cases where these symbols are independent and identically distributed. By doing so, we
would modify our model only in its emission probabilities, i.e., we would obtain several output symbols
per input symbol. These could be combined into an output vector of symbols. If we obtain k observations
per second, this output vector lies in the space Y k , and we obtain the probability distribution over Y k by
forming an augmented emission matrix B aug where each row is the result of k Kronecker products of the
original row in B with itself. If bi = {bi,1 bi,2 · · · bi,M } is a row in the emission matrix B,
= bi ⊗ bi ⊗ · · · ⊗ b i .
baug
i

(3)

Intuitively, such an emission matrix would amplify the differences between the observation emission probability distributions associated with the different input symbols. We can consider the relative entropy 12
between the observation emission probabilities between any two distinct input symbols, represented in rows
i and j of the original emission probability ³
matrix´ B. The relative entropy between these two probability
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Thus, a higher sampling rate leads to less uncertainty in the decoding process, since the distance between
the probability distributions generated by the different input symbols is increased.
• The hidden state is constantly changing, and so sampling at a higher rate modifies the transition matrix
A. As an example, we can consider a speech recognition application in which the hidden states are the
phonemes that are pronounced by the speaker. If we sample at a higher rate, the probability of transition
from one phoneme to the next is altered: generally, the higher the sampling rate, the higher the selftransition probabilities will be (elements ai,i in the transition matrix A).

4. (α,β)-CURRENCY IN HIDDEN MARKOV MODELS
4.1. (α,β)-currency when tracking a single process
4.1.1. First approach: the state is maintained, although uncertain
Let us define a notion of (α, β)-currency for HMMs. The purpose of this metric is to determine optimal sampling
frequencies. We say that a certain HMM is β-current at time t, if its state has not changed between the time it
was last updated (partially observed) and t − β units of time ago. We will say that an HMM M is (α, β)-current
if the probability that it is β-current is at least α. This notion of (α, β)-currency allows us to define an optimal
sampling frequency of partial observations of the system’s state:
fM (β) = min{Etn [P (Su = St0 |Oto ), ∀u : t0 ≤ u ≤ tn − β] ≥ α, t0 ≤ tn ≤ t0 + f −1 } ,
f

(5)

where f −1 = Ts , the sampling rate of our monitoring system, and the expectation Etn is computed by averaging
over one sampling period, i.e. assuming a uniform distribution for tn between t0 and t0 + f −1 . Thus, fM (β)
is the minimum sampling frequency such that, for a randomly chosen t n between two consecutive observations,
the probability that the state of the system hasn’t changed up to a grace period of β is at least α. In this sense,
fM (β) is the minimum sampling frequency that provides (α,β)-currency.
Moreover, as described in the original definition of (α,β)-currency, for those values of t n ≤ t0 + β, the
probability that the state is maintained is 1, since we are updating the monitoring system within the grace
period. Thus, it becomes evident that if we sample at a frequency f > 1/β then we will obtain a value of α = 1,
since all the values inside the expectation in (5) will be 1.
Let us see how the computation of P (Su = St0 |Oto ) (the probability of remaining in the same hidden state
since the last sampling time) within (5) specializes to the two following categories of HMMs:

1. Fixed state transition time. In this category we place HMMs whose Markov chains change state at regular
intervals of time ∆t. In those cases, the probability that the state of the system does not change in the
interval [t0 , tn − β) will be
∀u, t0 ≤ u ≤ tn − β : P (Su = St0 |Ot0 ) =

N
X

(ai,i )k · P (St0 = i|Ot0 ),

(6)

i=1

where
k=

( j

tn −β−t0
∆t

0,

k

,

tn ≥ t 0 + β
otherwise

2. Stochastic state transition time. In this category3 we place HMMs in which the time between two state
transitions is a random variable. In this case the above probability becomes:
∀u, t0 ≤ u ≤ tn − β : P (Su = St0 |Ot0 ) =

N
X

ai,i (tn − β − t0 ) · P (St0 = i|Ot0 ) .

(7)

i=1

Therefore, the (α,β)-currency is determined by the parameters of the HMM, plus the probability distribution
P (SK = i|OK ), 1 ≤ i ≤ N . However, the expected value (in the limit as K → ∞) of this probability distribution
is computable a priori, and therefore so is the expected value of α given β.
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where the second step is due to the Cesàro mean. The resulting expression is equal to p i , the stationary
distribution of the hidden Markov chain. This distribution exists if the model is ergodic 2 , and it is computable
a priori simply from A, the transition matrix of the hidden states. Therefore, the expected value of α, given β,
the model λ, and the sampling rate fs (E [ α | β, λ, fs ]), can be computed from the stationary distribution of the
Markov chain.
Being able to predict the (α,β)-currency a priori allows us to determine which sampling rate will be necessary
to obtain a certain level of performance in monitoring the process. For a certain performance requirement
(α0 , β0 ), we can start with a random sampling frequency fs,1 and compute E [ α1 | β0 , λ, fs,1 ]. If the value
obtained is smaller than α, we choose a higher sampling rate and repeat the process until we reach α i ≥ α0 ,
then choose that last frequency fs,i . If α1 > α0 , we reduce the frequency and repeat the process until αi < α0 ,
and then choose the previous value fs,i−1 .
4.1.2. Second approach: the state remains as estimated
This second notion of (α,β)-currency imposes a stronger condition. In this case, α represents the probability
that the state remains as estimated the last time we sampled (with a grace period of β). Therefore, we not
only require that the hidden state has not changed, but we also include the probability that our estimation was
correct.
α = P [(Ŝt0 was correct) ∩ (state is maintained up to tn −β)] ,

(9)

where Ŝt0 is the state estimation at time t0 , Ŝt0 = argmaxi P (St0 =i|Ot0 ).
This approach for determining the tracking performance seems especially useful in situations where there are
certain hidden states that require an alarm to be raised. Using this technique, we could refine the measure of
α by estimating the probability that we are in one of these troublesome hidden states at any time after we last
sampled the system. During normal operation, we could optimize our system resources by not sampling at a
constant rate, but rather computing the (α,β)-currency at runtime and querying our sensing system for a new
sample as soon as α reaches a certain threshold value. In other words, if we have some states considered safe,
plus some unsafe states, we could redefine α as the probability of entering an unsafe state up to β time units
ago.
In this case, the condition for models where the state transitions occur at regular intervals in time is defined
as:
∀u, t0 ≤ u ≤ tn − β : P (Su = Ŝt0 |Ot0 ) = (aŜt

0

,Ŝt0 )

k

· P (St−f −1 = Ŝt0 |Ot0 ),

where Ŝt0 is the index of our state estimation (most likely state according to the model) at the previous sampling
time, given all the observations received up to that time:
Ŝt0 (Ot0 ) = argmaxi P (St0 =i|Ot0 )
and
k=

( j

tn −β−t0
∆t

0,

k

,

tn ≥ t 0 + β
otherwise

In this case, the condition on the optimal sampling frequency can be expressed modifying (5) as follows (note
the inclusion of Ŝt0 instead of St0 inside the expectation, specifying the added condition that our estimate was
correct):
fM (β) = min{Etn [P (Su = Ŝt0 |Oto ), ∀u : t0 ≤ u ≤ tn − β] ≥ α, t0 ≤ tn ≤ t0 + f −1 } .
f

(10)

4.2. (α,β)-currency when tracking multiple processes
The notion of (α, β)-currency extends naturally to sets of independent HMMs. Formally, let Θ be a hypothesis
of n consistent and independent tracks each modeled by an HMM Mi . Then we say that Θ is β-current if all the
HMMs associated with its tracks are β-current. Furthermore, if each
Q HMM M i is (αi , β)-current then, under
the assumption of stochastic independence, we can say that Θ is ( i αi , β)-current.

5. SIMULATIONS

5.1. First notion of (α,β)-currency
We have performed simulations to compute the (α,β)-currency of simple HMMs, as defined in section 4.1.1,
for different values of β and different sampling rates. We compare our results to the predicted values for the
(α,β)-currency, as described in section 4.1.
The values of α were obtained averaging (1) over one sampling interval:
P (a single object is β-current|t0 ) =

1
Ts

Z

t0 +Ts

P (a single object is β-current|t0 , tn ) dtn ,

(11)

t0

where P (a single object is β-current|t0 , tn ) can be computed using (6) if the state transitions occur at constant
intervals, or (7) if the transitions occur at random times. It must be noted that when we compute the integral
in this expression, the probability that a single object is β-current at a time t n < t0 + β is 1, as explained in
section 4.1.
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Figure 1. Relation between α and β, for fixed sampling interval. The sampling interval is Ts = 5 · T , where T is the
interval at which the state jumps are produced in the model.

Fig. 1 shows the relation between α and β for a particular sampling rate. The average values of α obtained
experimentally converge to their predicted “stationary” values in the limit as the length of the observation
sequence grows (see section 4.1). Furthermore, the differences that we have recorded between predicted and
experimental values of α become negligible after only a few observations.
Fig. 2 shows the relation between α and the sampling interval Ts = fs−1 , for a given value of β. This is
an example of how the sampling rate can be adjusted to achieve a given level of tracking performance. Let us
assume that the performance we wish to achieve for a certain application is (0.8, 1.0)-currency, i.e., we require
to be 80% sure at any time that the hidden state has not changed since our last estimation. Then, according to
Fig. 2, it would suffice to sample with an interval Ts ' 3.8 · T .

5.2. Alternative notion of (α,β)-currency
Fig. 3 shows the (α,β)-currency following the approach described in section 4.1.2. This second approach is
more restrictive than the first, since it not only imposes that the state does not change between the time when
the target was last observed (t0 ) and the current time minus the grace period (tn − β), but also that our state
estimate at time t0 was right. The α obtained with the first approach could always be made as close to 1 as
desired by sampling at a higher rate or relaxing the grace period. However, in this case, even if t n = t0 the
value of α will only be as high as maxi P (St0 |OT0 ), i.e., the probability that our estimation is correct. Therefore,
if we cannot achieve the desired (α,β)-currency simply by examining the sampling rate, we will have to go back
to our model and, for example, implement a better (less noisy) sensing system that makes the emission matrix
B less ambiguous.
In the cases where this is possible, we can also adopt one of the techniques described in section 3: sampling
at a rate higher than the rate at which the state jumps occur, and therefore obtain more than one observation
per state. Whether or not this is possible depends on the nature of the process being modeled. If it is possible,
then it’s effectively like increasing the granularity of the observation space and increasing the distance between
the probability distributions of the observations generated by the different states. This would be conceptually
equivalent to improving the sensing system to produce better observations.
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Figure 2. Relation between α and Ts , for fixed β = 1.0 and T = 1.0.
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Figure 3. Relation between α and β when applying the second approach for determining (α,β)-currency

6. CONCLUSIONS
We have applied a measure of performance for tracking processes with HMMs. This allows us to relate the
quality of the results that we wish to obtain to the sampling rate at which observations are collected.
In some cases, this allows us to predict which sampling frequency will be required to achieve a given performance level. In general, this measure can be used to implement a monitoring system that dynamically decides
when it is time to query a new set of observations from the sensing system.
The single target case is rather straightforward to conceive. The same concepts extend naturally to the more
interesting multitarget scenario, although the design of measures and algorithms are somewhat more complex,
due to the extra layer of complexity related to data association.

7. FUTURE WORK
We are currently working to further develop the multitarget case. The concept of (α,β)-currency should allow
us, also in this case, to assure a certain tracking performance while minimizing the use of resources (where
by resources we understand a set of different factors like network usage, power consumption in the sensors,
computational complexity in the algorithm, . . . )
Moreover, we are searching for better ways to characterize a priori the (α,β)-currency of an arbitrary HMM,
following the second approach (section 4.1.2). This would imply computing (perhaps by simulation) a priori the
expected quality of the estimates produced with a model.
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